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If A is a differential module, then the computation of its homology may frequently be simplified 
by finding a large acyclic submodule N, for then H(A) = H(A/N) as modules, and hopefully A/N 
is more tractable than A. The same idea works if A is a differential algebra, but in that case it is 
critical to factor out by an acyclic ideal I c A, so that H(A) = H(A/I) as algebras. This reduction 
technique in the classical (ungraded) case is used by Rees [73 and Tate [ll], for example. I used a 
graded version in my thesis [8,9] to study the cohomology of two-stage Postnikov systems. 
Recently this Acyclic Ideal theorem has been used by Mann, May, Milgram and Sigaard [6] and 
there has also developed a body of work on the Koszul complex by Jozefiak [2,3] and others in 
which this theorem fits naturally. 
We work in the category ‘% of commutative augmented connected graded algebras 
over a field k of characteristic p. All k-modules are assumed to be Z-graded and of 
finite type. The augmentation ideal of A is denoted A. If p # 2, let At and A- denote 
the set of even and odd degree elements of A E +Z respectively; if p = 2, let A’ = A 
and A- = 0. 
Definition. An ordered set ti = {Ui]U, E A, i 2 1) is a normal sequence in A if for all 
r 2 1, either 
(a) a, E A’ and a,.b E (al, . . . , a,-1) implies b E (al, . . . , a,_l); or 
(b) a, EA- and a,b E (al, . . . , a,-1) implies b E (al, . . . , a,). 
Note that if A lies entirely in even degrees or if p = 2, then this reduces to the 
classical (Kronecker [4]; Macauley [5]) notion of normal sequence (= prime 
sequence = A-sequence = regular set = ESP-sequence). 
We require the following algebras on a set of graded indeterminates {zz}= 
{2;}+ U {Zi}p,‘written .ZY = Z+ U K: 
F[tY] = P[T+] @ E[F], G[&‘] = E[s(T+)] @ T[s(T-)] 
where P denotes polynomial algebra, E exterior algebra, I divided polynomial 
algebra. These are graded as follows. E[sz] has generator (z)of bidegree (-1, deg z). 
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I’(x) has generators -rr(t), r 2 0, of bidegree (-r, r(deg 2)). The Koszul complex for 
an ordered set 2 = {xi} c A is given by 
K(A; a”)= G[s%‘]@A 
with differential a determined by setting a(xi) = 1 @Xi, ay,(xi) = -y-l(xi) @xi, 
a(1 @A) = 0, and insisting that a be a DG-algebra map. Let (2) be the ideal 
generated by 55 
Theorem. The following are equivalent. 
(a) 2 is a normal sequence in A. 
(c) A is a free F[Z] module, where 2. = {zi} with deg zi = deg xi and F[%] + A is 
defined by zi -xi. 
Proof. (a) + (b). If r = 0, then Ho(K(A; 2)) = A/(Z) so we may assume r > 0. Let 
Kj=K(A;{xl,..., x,}) and K. = A. Assume inductively that HrKapl = 0 for all 
r # 0. An exact sequence argument produces an injection H*K,,G H,(K,/K,-I). To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that H,(K,,/K,-1) = 0 for r > 0. Let w E 
K,/K,_l. Then w is represented by yi(x,)a or (x,)a where a E (xl,. . , x,_~). In 
either case x,a = 0 in K,,/K,_l and so x,a E (x1, . . . , x,-~). If deg x, is even then 
a = 0. If deg x, is odd then a = a’x, in K,,/K,_l and d(ri+l(x,)a’) = yi(x,)a = w. In 
either case [w] = 0. 
(b)+(c). We compute: 
Tor&&, k) = H,(A OF[ZI KF'[U; 2)) 
=H,(K(A;E))=O forr>O 
by (b). This implies that A is free over F[%], by Cartan-Eilenberg [l, p. 1.561. 
(c)+(a). (Proof due to A. Liulevicius). Let hzi =xi and let (7~~) be a set of 
F[Z.?]-linear coordinate projections on A. Suppose that x,a E (x1,. . . , x,-l). Then 
rra(x,a) = z,r,(a)E (zi, . . . , z,-1) for each (Y. Now 9 = {zi} is a normal sequence. If 
a E A+, then r,(a) E (zl, . . . , z,-~) for all (Y and hence a E (x1, . . . , x,_~). If a E A- 
then 7ra(a)E(z1,..., z,) for all (Y and hence a E (x1, . , . , x,). Thus 2 is a normal 
sequence. 
Thus normal sequences behave as one would expect. In particular, the following 
corollary is obtained. (It is proved independently by Jozefiak [2,2.3] for finite normal 
sequences.) 
Corollary. If 2E c A is any normal sequence, then any permutation of 2Z is again a 
normal sequence. 
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We now come to the main theroem. 
Acyclic Ideal Theorem. Let A E %? and suppose there is a normal sequence 2? = 
{xi}cA such that ax, E (xl,. . . , x,-~) for all n. Let Jbe the ideal generated by IG[s%] 
and by 2. Then J is an acyclic ideal, and the natural projection A @ G[s%]+ A/J 
induces an isomorphism 
H(A @ G[s%‘]) =H(A/J) 
as algebras. 
Proof. By an inductive argument it suffices to consider the case of a one-element 
normal sequence {x} c A. Let J = ((IG[sx], x). This is obviously a subcomplex of 
A @ G[sx]. We must construct a chain homotopy s : J + J with ~3s +sa = 1. 
There are two cases to consider. The first case has x E A+. Then J = 
((x),x)~A@E[sx].Defines:J-+Jby 
s(a . x) = (-l)““““a(x>, s(a . (x)) = 0. 
By either definition, s(ax(x)) = 0, and hence s is well-defined. The second case has 
x E A-, and J = ({fix}, x} c A @ T[sx]. Define s : J + J by 
s(ar,x) = 
{ 
(-l)d”“br,+l(~) if a = bx, 
0 if a & (x). 
In either case it is easy to verify as + sa = 1. 
As an application we compute the E2-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence which arises in considering stable two-stage Postnikov systems [lo]. 
Corollary. Suppose that T L A L S are %-morphisms. Let ,? = f 1 A. Suppose that g is 
onto and 
(a) ker g = (2’) where 28 is a normal sequence in A, 
(b) 27 = 2Y0 U El, 2’” fl 2Fl = 0, and (f(ker g)) = ( fi?Yo,) with f%o a normal sequence in 
S. 
Then Tor*(S, T) = (S/(fZo)) @ G[sZE’~] as algebras. 
Proof. Let B be the subalgebra of A generated by 2X Then A is a free B-module. 
The change of rings spectral sequence 
E2 = TorAdTorB(S, k), T)+Tor~6, 7’) 
collapses since g is onto and since I?;‘* = 0 for r # 0, there is no extension problem. 
This proposition makes possible the computation of some unstable two-stage 
systems, such as those associated to k-invariants K(Z/p, l)+ K(Z/p, n) [8], and 
provides a very easy computation in the stable two-stage case. 
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The limitkof this technique is illustrated by the following horrible example. Let 
K(Z/Z, 2) -+ K(H/Z, 6) send Lo to ~2 and let E be the homotopy fibre of X-. The first 
step in computing H*(E) (with N* = H”( ; Z/2)) is to compute the &-term of 
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. So we must compute 
E2 = Tor~j*(K(Z,2,h)~(H*(Ji:(~/2,2), Z/Z). 
Let ml = Sq’t,, m2 = Sq’Sq’rp, etc., SO that H”(K(Z/2,2)) =P[.&] with & = {mi]. 
Since Sq3.2’m: = m:,i, there is an admissible sequence f(r) of excess 3 such that 
Sq’(‘)mz’= rn: (with 1(O) = 0). Let H*(lu(Z/Z, 6)) = P[%‘], Z?o = {Sq”“t,]t & 0}, and 
Zi = Z-Z+. Then p:FC) = & = jrn:j which is a normal sequence. Let 
Then EZ = H(KI) by the acyclic ideal theorem applied to the usual Koszul complex. 
There are many non-zero differentials in K,, so E2 is by no means computed. But 
every element of positive degree in P[JU]/(.&) is a zero-divisor, so we cannot apply 
the acyclic ideal theorem further. (In fact I know of no technique strong enough to 
give serious information on H(KI).) 
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